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Abstract
In this thesis, we have developed a flow-sensitive dataflow analysis framework
for value set analyses for Java-like languages. Our analysis framework is based
on access paths — a variable followed by zero or more field accesses. We ex-
press our abstract states as maps from bounded access paths to abstract value
sets. Using access paths instead of allocation sites enables us to perform strong
updates on assignments to dynamically allocated memory locations. We also
describe several optimizations to reduce the number of access paths that need
to be tracked in our analysis. We have instantiated this framework for flow-
sensitive pointer and null-pointer analysis for Java. We have implemented our
analysis inside the Chord framework. A major part of our implementation is
written declaratively using Datalog. We leverage the use of BDDs in Chord for
keeping our memory usage low. We show that our analysis is much more pre-
cise and faster than traditional flow-sensitive and flow-insensitive pointer and
null-pointer analysis for Java.
We further extend our access path based analysis framework to concurrent
Java programs. We use the synchronization structure of the programs to transfer
abstract states from one thread to another. Therefore, we do not need to make
conservative assumptions about reads or writes to shared memory. We prove
our analysis to be sound for the happens-before memory model, which is weaker
than most common memory models, including sequential consistency and the
Java Memory Model. We implement a null-pointer analysis for concurrent Java
programs and show it to be more precise than the traditional analysis.
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